Abstract
Introduction
The problem of measuring "similarity" of objects arises in many applications, and many domain-specific measures have been developed. Similarity is an important and fundamental concept in AI and many other fields (One obvious example is the "find-similar-document" query on the WorldWide Web).
Nowadays, users need to discover how two papers or two events are similar. In order to answer these types of complex queries, discovering semantic similarity association is one of the important steps.
Based on the advances in semantic web technologies, researchers proposed mechanisms to discover semantic relations between objects.
The semantic web [4] describes the resources/entities and its relationships in machine understandable way. Ontologies play the major role in semantic web for annotating the web resources and describe the entities and its relationship.
RDF captures the meaning of entities by relating them to other entities. So, after a time, there is a bulk of entities and relationship that is like a big directed graph. In a populated ontology, beside ontology schema, there are some instances of classes and relationships and entities. Naturally, there are some relations between entities that defined in ontology schema, but there are also some relationships that aren't defined in schema.
Discovering these types of relationship is an ongoing research in semantic web. The term semantic association was coined by Anyanwu [3] in 2002. According to this definition, two entities are semantically associated if they are either semantically connected (there exists an alternating sequence of properties and entities connecting them) or semantically similar (there exists a pair of matching property emanating from them). Although some methods have been proposed for discovering and ranking semantic connectivity association, but to our knowledge, discovering semantic similarity based on the definition in semantic association is still untouched. This paper proposes SwSim, a method for discovering semantic similarity. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First we review the most popular similarity techniques in Section 2, while a motivating example is defined in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, we present our method. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.
Related work
Various aspects of objects can be used to determine similarity, usually depending on the domain and the appropriate definition of similarity for that domain. Although finding similarity between objects is a famous problem in NLP and linguistics, but it is an ongoing research in semantic web.
Evaluating semantic relatedness and finding semantic similarity between concepts in ontology/taxonomy is a problem with a long history. Many techniques have been proposed for evaluating semantic similarity between concepts in hierarchical ontology (more than 80% of all relations are is-a relationship) like WordNet and GeneOntology. These approaches can be classified into two categories: edge based and node based approaches.
The edge based approach as the simplest similarity measure, computes the distance between two concepts based on the number of edges found on the path between them [8] . In node based approach, [7] defined the similarity between two concepts as the ratio between the amount of information needed to state the commonality between these two concepts and the information needed to fully describe them. Obviously, these methods aren't applicable for ontologies with different types of relationship; however, we use the general idea of these methods in our approach. Computing semantic similarity is an important approach in multi ontologies applications such as semantic data integration and ontology mapping.
Rodriguez and Egenhofer [9] present an approach to computing semantic similarity across different ontologies. They presented a similarity function determines similar entity classes by using a matching process over synonym sets, semantic neighborhoods, and distinguishing features.
Broekstra et al. [5] extend Rodriguez and Egenhofer's approach with a fourth idea instance matching. Thus, two objects can be identified through these similarity measures.
Ontology alignment is one the famous area in semantic web research that use similarity concept. Semantic similarity between ontology entities (within the same ontology or between two different ones) may be defined in many different ways. The recently held Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative 2007 [11] has shown that the best alignment algorithms combine different similarity measures. Ontology alignment techniques try to find the similarity between entities conceptually based on ontology schema. ADSS [6] is an approach to determining the semantic similarity among a set of entities from different ontologies.
However, our approach is completely different to these approaches, because our method tries to discover semantic similarity between two objects in a populated ontology (ontology schema + instances) and looking for those relationships that aren't define in the schema.
Our approach is based on [3] . Anyanwu et al. defined the formalism of semantic association based on semantic connectivity and semantic similarity. After they defined these concepts and ρ-operator, other researchers proposed different techniques in order to discover semantic association relations in semantic web documents based on semantic connectivity [2] [10]; however, there are few researches in semantic similarity. One of the most related work in this area is TRAKS [1] .
TRAKS (Terrorism Related Assessment using Knowledge Similarity) used templates that support semantic similarity based discovery of suspicious activities and described an approach on querying large KBs using template-based similarity. Our approach is different to TRAKS, because they consider a template as a sub-graph on input and try to match it; however, we try to find similar pair of path based on the definition of semantic similarity.
As yet, however, although many researches have introduced some techniques to discover and rank semantic connectivity association, to our knowledge, there has been no proposal to discover and rank semantic similarity association based on semantic association concept.
Motivating example
Current methods in discovering semantic association are based on semantic connectivity. However, there are some semantic associations that can't be found by semantic connectivity.
Obviously, one path connecting two entities will be valid path for "semantic connectivity". But the same path does not necessarily is a valid result for "semantic similarity". For example, suppose entity USA and entity Tokyo.
The following two paths are valid results of semantic similarity (even though paths are quite short).
a) USA --located_in --North_America b) Tokyo --located_in -Japan
The following path is intersection (through entity 'Canada') of the entities USA and Tokyo but is not valid semantic similarity result.
USA --neighboring_country --Canada --does_business_with -Tokyo
As another example, Atlanta, and USA are two entities, and there's a path that makes them connected in semantic connectivity:
Atlanta --located_in --Georgia --located_in --USA
Now, in a query for semantic similarity, that takes as input two entities: USA and Atlanta, these two paths are valid results, where one of them can be found by similarity.
Atlanta ---located_in ----Georgia ----located_in ---USA

USA ---located_in ----Georgia ----located_in ---Atlanta
The notion of similarity used here is not just a structural isomorphism [1] , but path semantic isomorphism of paths, which captures a semantic similarity of nodes and arcs along a path. In this notion of isomorphism, two entities are considered similar, if they are related by subclass relationship, or have a common ancestor class.
Another example of similarity is finding similar event to the famous events, i.e. the event that similar to 9/11 attack (in term of terrorist organization, plan, etc).
Proposed technique and discussion
In a semantic association search, the main knowledge-base graph is explored to discover complex relationships between a Subject and its semantically related Objects [2] . Due to the directed graph structure of the ontology (RDF/RDFS) representation, searching the semantic associations would be a graph traversing task. Figure 1 show our model for discovering semantic similarity between two entities. Based on this model, if there is a path between two entities, and there is an intersection node in the path, then these entities are similar. However, in this case if there is no intersection and the path isn't exist in the ontology schema, we conclude that there is a weak similarity between entities.
Figure 1: SwSim model
On the other hand, if there is no path between entities, we can check the similarity of the properties (edges) in a graph breadth first traversal process. It is clear that there is no similarity between two different entities (Person and things), but we may find different similarity between two papers in term of authors, methods, citation and so on.
After discovering all similarity association between two entities, we need to sort them based on similarity level/rank. Our naive approach considers a simple rule for ranking. If there is a long path between entities the similarity level goes to lowest level. Moreover, for the subclass or subproperty similarity, if the entities be in the same or near level, the similarity level goes up. We are planning to consider some metrics like context and also weighting the edges of graph based on relation type to improve the ranking method in near future.
Conclusion
This paper presented how to discover semantic similarity in semantic web based on semantic association concept. Although there are different approaches in discovering and ranking semantic association based on semantic connectivity, but to our knowledge this paper proposed the first approaches in discovering and ranking of semantic similarity association. Our naive algorithm and primarily examples show the soundness of our approach.
In the future, we will complete our model for discovering semantic similarity in order to rank the result in more accurate way. For this purpose we may use a semantic proximity function (use fuzzy predicates such as "close-enough") to calculate the semantic similarity between two entities.
